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OPERATION CHILLOUT
No Borders - No Boundaries

Did you know?
Recent reports say
there may be more
than 7,000 Military
Veterans in NJ who
need housing,
medical and
employment
assistance.

CHILI COOK-OFF RAISES FUNDS FOR HOMELESS VETS
Thanks to Nancy Duthie, more than 120 bikers and friends sampled world-class chili recipes and raised funds to
help homeless Veterans living on the streets, in shelters, hospitals and half way houses in New Jersey.
Nancy Duthie is one of those rare talents

- she rode her own Harley from Clifton to Hope

whose life could have taken many directions - all

to lead the workshop! Now that’s as genuine as

successful! She finds herself in the company of

it gets! “Riders and their friends are generous

a choice few in the entire world - a woman

people by nature. We have sponsored many

Harley Davidson Dealership Manager. “I started

charity events for many good causes. Helping

as a marketing manage in San Diego for Harley,

our wounded warriors - our homeless military

then I came back East to try my hand at running

veterans is a very special cause for bikers.”

one of the best dealerships in the USA. Fifteen

Across the USA biker groups dedicate their time

yeas in some jobs would feel like a prison sen-

and money to helping our Vets in many ways but

tence - but to me - I couldn’t find for a better gig

Nancy came up with a fun and delicious event -

anywhere”. The Tramontin Harley Davidson

world class chile chefs came from all over NJ,

dealership is truly a legend and will celebrate it’s

NY and PA to compete in a chili cook-off to raise

100th anniversary in 2015. It started out in

funds for the OCO 2012 Summer Homeless

Clifton, NJ in 1915 and many generations of

Veterans Outreach Campaign. With more

bikers purchased a Harley from this iconic family

than 7,000 homeless Vets across the state,

owned business. In fact, today’s Tramontin

much needs to be done to secure their safety,

reigning matriarch - Gloria (age 87) recently led a

provide for temporary emergency care and get

biker clinic for women riders, and more than that

them back on the road to recovery. Thanks!

Riders for A Cause

MAJ Tony DeStefano, Nancy Duthie and
Ray Chimileski at Tramontin Harley Davidson
dealership in Hope, NJ.

Being Homeless Hurts - OPERATION CHILLOUT Helps!

